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List of Publications from July 1997- December 2000

I. BOOKS PUBLISHED

II. CHAPTERS


Segerson, Kathleen and B. L. Dixon. “Climate Change and Agriculture: The Role of Farmer Adapta

Wailes, Eric. “Trade Liberalization in Rice.” In Agricultural Trade Policies in the New Millen

III. REFEREED ARTICLES


*Senior authorship unassigned*
IV. UNREFEREED PUBLICATIONS AND PROCEEDINGS


Danforth, Diana, Tina Teague and Patricia O’Leary. 1999. The management advantage: let COTMAN guide your production this season. Cotton Grower, April, pp. 4-5


Popp, Jennie and Terry Griffin. “Profitability of Variable Rate Phosphorus in a Two Crop Rotation.”Abstract in *American Journal of Agricultural Economics.* Forthcoming.


Settlage, Latisha, Steve Koenig, **Bruce Dixon**, and **Bruce Ahrendsen**. “What is the Loss Experience for FSA’s Guaranteed Farm Loans?” *Journal of Agricultural Lending* 14,1(Fall 2000):4-10.


V. INVITED LECTURES


Ahrendsen, Bruce, LaDerrek Lee and Bruce Dixon. "Independent Commercial Bank Mergers and Agricultural Lending Concentration." presented an invited paper in Memphis at the winter SAEA meetings. January 30 - February 3, 1999.

Ahrendsen, Bruce. “Commercial Banking Mergers and Agricultural Lending Concentration: Effect of Merger Activity on Agricultural Credit.” Scottish Agricultural College (SAC) in Aberdeen, May 12, 1999


VI. OTHER LECTURES, PAPERS AND ORAL PRESENTATIONS


VII. OTHER CREATIVE ENDEAVORS


Miller, Wayne. Presented summary of proposed amendments on a one-half hour AETN program moderated by Joe Barnes.


Miller, Wayne. The development of a computer software game designed to simulate hedging from the perspective of a grain elevator. Steven Nichols (computer support staff) and myself are designing this project, in collaboration with White Commercial.


Wailes, Eric. Kenneth Young and James Smartt. “Economics of On-Farm Reservoirs in Eastern Arkansas.” Presentation at the Arkansas Experiment Station Rice Field Days. Stuttgart, AR August 9, 2000 (Five oral presentations and one poster presentation)
